An unusual case of a misplaced left internal jugular vein catheter
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Most often, cannulation of the right internal jugular vein (IJV) is preferred over the left IJV. However, in situations where the right IJV cannot be utilized for accessing the central circulation, as in our case, the left IJV is used. Cannulation of left IJV has additional risks due to the anatomical variations. Despite the use of ultrasound guidance, anatomical variations and tortuous course of the left IJV make cannulation of the left IJV more prone to the failure of cannulation or malposition of the cannula leading to catastrophic complications. Case Report: A 63-year-old female with multiple comorbidities presented with progressive shortness of breath and mild respiratory distress due to bibasilar pneumonia. Despite aggressive management of her pneumonia, she continued to deteriorate and became increasingly hypoxemic, hypotensive with abnormal renal functions necessitating medical intensive care treatment and continuous hemodialysis. As she had a chemo-port in her right subclavian vein, it was determined to avoid insertion of the dialysis catheter in her right IJV. An attempt was made to insert the catheter in her left IJV under ultrasound guidance. The catheter was inserted without any perceived resistance. Blood withdrawn from the ports was however, bright red, and gas analysis revealed arterial blood values. A bed side X-ray revealed that the catheter was in the heart. Conclusion: This is the first reported case where the tip of the cannula was in the left atrium. Despite the use of ultrasound guidance, the anatomical variations and the tortuous course of the left internal jugular vein make its cannulation more prone to failure or malposition of the cannula leading sometimes to catastrophic complications. This case reinforces studies which have shown that even with ultrasound guidance, left internal jugular vein cannulation is fraught with higher risk of complications.
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INTRODUCTION

Internal jugular veins (IJVs) are often used for an access into the central circulation. The right IJV provides a straight path to the heart. The anatomical variations that are often present in the left IJV pose a challenge in accessing the central circulation. There are very few prospective studies to compare the safety of inserting the catheter into the right against the left IJV [1]. We
present a case of a misplaced catheter, which perforated the left IJV into the mediastinum, the bifurcation of the pulmonary artery, and the left atrium.

CASE REPORT

A 63-year-old female with history of diabetes mellitus, hypertension, atrial fibrillation, colon cancer managed by surgical resection and chemotherapy presented with progressive shortness of breath. She had recently undergone cholecystectomy and then splenectomy elsewhere for pancytopenia which had subsequently been attributed to myelodysplastic syndrome. Clinical examination revealed a middle aged woman in mild respiratory distress with significant systemic exam findings being scattered crackles and irregular heart rate. Chest roentgenogram suggested bibasilar pneumonia. As she became increasingly hypoxemic, hypotensive and short of breath, she was admitted to the medical intensive care unit for the management of septic shock and respiratory failure from acute respiratory distress syndrome due to pneumonia. Despite aggressive treatment she continued to deteriorate and her renal function worsened, necessitating continuous hemodialysis. As she had a chemo-port in her right subclavian vein, it was determined to avoid insertion of the dialysis catheter in her right internal jugular vein (IJV). An attempt was made to insert the catheter by Seldinger technique in her left IJV under ultrasound guidance. The catheter was inserted without any perceived resistance. Blood that returned from the ports was however, bright red, and gas analysis revealed arterial blood values. The screening chest X-ray showed a possible malposition of the catheter. Further, a computed tomography (CT) scan scout image (Figure 1) showed an aberrant downward course of the catheter on the left side of the mediastinum with its tip in the cardiac area. Further imaging revealed the catheter to have punctured the left IJV (Figure 2A), into the mediastinum lateral to the aortic arch missing it narrowly, the main pulmonary artery at its bifurcation (Figure 2B) and the left atrium of the heart (Figure 3). The patient was unstable for sternotomy to remove the catheter. Her overall condition worsened further and as per family’s wishes, care was withdrawn and she expired.

DISCUSSION

Most often, cannulation of the right IJV is preferred over the left IJV. However, in situations where the right IJV cannot be utilized for accessing the central circulation as in our case, the left IJV is used. The anatomy of the left IJV makes a central venous line pass through two near-90-degree turns, the first at the junction of the left IJV and the left subclavian vein, and the second at the junction of the left brachiocephalic vein and the superior vena cava. In addition, the left IJV has several anatomical variations. Occasionally, people may have a normal variant of the left IJV that drains into the left superior vena cava with or without a bridging vein. The overlap of the IJV over the carotid artery is more on the left when the head rotation is greater than 30 degrees [2, 3]. One should be cognizant of this difference while inserting a catheter into the left IJV. It is observed that in more than one-third of the normal population, left IJV is half the size of the right IJV making the procedure more difficult [4, 5].

Cannulation of the IJV can be done either using the landmark approach (using point of needle insertion as the apex of the triangle formed by the two heads of the sternocleidomastoid muscle with the base as the clavicle) or the ultrasound guided approach. The risk of a serious
complication while performing the landmark approach is much higher. In a prospective study, the most dangerous complications which occurred in patients who were catheterized using the landmark approach included puncture of the carotid artery occurred in 10.6%, hematoma in 8.4%, hemothorax in 1.7%, pneumothorax in 2.4% and central venous catheter-associated bloodstream infection in 16% [6]. The success rate of inserting the cannula was higher in the ultrasound guided approach than in the landmark approach. Muralidhar reported a 19% incidence of failure or cannula malposition while attempting on the left IJV compared to 3% with the right IJV, using the landmark technique [7].

In the present day, the use of ultrasound guidance has become ubiquitous while inserting a cannula into the IJV. Despite the use of ultrasound guidance, the above mentioned factors make cannulation of the left IJV more prone to failure of cannulation or malposition of the cannula leading to catastrophic complications [8–10]. There are a handful of cases reported in the medical literature where the catheterization of the left IJV has caused a cardiac tamponade [11, 12]. This is the first reported case where the cannula has finally landed inside the left atrium without cardiac tamponade.

CONCLUSION

This case reinforces studies which have shown that even with ultrasound guidance, left internal jugular vein cannulation is fraught with higher risk of complications than on the right side. In situations where the right internal jugular vein cannot be catheterized, extra caution has to be taken while attempting to obtain venous access through the left internal jugular vein.
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